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Washington Conspiracy? American and Russian
Oligarchs Seek “Extradition of Putin” and
“Dissolution of Russian Federation”. Member of
Russian Parliament
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Global Research, August 26, 2015
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Theme: Intelligence

Russian  Parliament  member  Yevgeny  Fedorov  claims  that  Russian  oligarchs  are  in
negotiations with top American corporations and the White House to foment an astroturf
revolution that will lead to the ouster of President Vladimir Putin and the collapse of the
Russian Federation within two years.

During a 34 minute interview with a Russian media outlet, Fedorov made a number of
bombshell claims in asserting that a Ukraine-style coup was being organized.

“They are conducting a negotiation process with the Russian elites for the extradition of
Putin,” said Fedorov, noting that the same process was undertaken before the coup in Kiev
which ousted Viktor Yanukovyc. He identified John F. Tefft, the United States Ambassador to
Russia, as being the figurehead behind this conspiracy.

Fedorov said that Russian oligarchs were supportive of the coup, negotiations for which took
place at the 2014 St. Petersburg International Economic Forum, and that the plot also
involved members of Russia’s interior ministry and military generals.

SCROLL DOWN TO VIEW VIDEO: (with English subtitles)

“We know the objective is the destruction of the Russian federation,” said Fedorov,
explaining how the sanctions were designed to gradually collapse the Russian economy and
lower standards of living.

The sanctions won’t be lifted until Putin resigns and the Russian Federation collapses,
according to Fedorov, dismissing as “propaganda nonsense,” claims by the White House
that the sanctions will end when Russia withdraws from Crimea.

“We see a conspiracy forming in Russia against Putin on the basis of the sanctions and the
corporations which are dependent on the Americans – we don’t have any others,” added
Fedorov, noting that the flash point is likely to come in August, after which there will be a
push for “early elections” to oust Putin.
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Russian state officials with close ties to businesses will be the “weak link” the Americans use
to foment the conspiracy, claims Fedorov, adding that such individuals will become
emboldened to defy Putin to a much greater degree. American companies and the IMF
already hold significant power over Russia’s laws and economy, argues Fedorov, meaning
that a coup is far easier to achieve given the country’s lack of sovereignty.

“After August, through the winter, I think, by the drop of living standards, they will be able
to bring out several hundred thousand people onto the streets….simply because, with the
help of the government, they will severely crash people’s living standards, this will be
especially felt after winter,” said Fedorov, adding that Spring 2016 could be the time period
in which the coup is initiated.

Up to 200,000 “hungry people” will suffice to start a “rebellion” against Putin, says Fedorov,
adding that militant groups from Ukraine will also be sent in to generate chaos.

Individuals within the government will “mindlessly surrender Russia by the set deadlines,”
asserts Fedorov, adding that Russian media outlets like RBC TV, which is controlled by CNN
and CNBC, are also complicit in the coup because of their failure to report that the country is
under “attack.”

“The noose is being tightened around Russia,” said Fedorov, who predicted that a coup will
also be launched in Armenia to starve Moscow of allies.
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English subtitles. Transcript in the comments. Original from Poznavatelnoe.tv, no subtitles :
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Link to Fedorov’s website: http://eafedorov.ru/
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